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This volume largely consists of questionnaires, interview protocols, and related materials used for Wave 1 or Wave 2 of the Quality of Life study or for the Transferability Study. They are assembled here as a companion to Volume 1 of this document, which presents research methods and findings. The instruments were used in either Wave 1 data collection, Wave 2 data collection, or a later Transferability Study. Details of the studies themselves are found in Volume 1.

Some of these instruments were originally developed using non-reproducible scanning software: therefore, their appearance here differs slightly from the way they appeared when used in the study. Other protocols, particularly the unit and facility environmental checklists and all the interview forms for facility personnel, were formatted with a great deal of additional space for comments. Such spaces were largely omitted from the versions shown here.

People with questions about the materials or an interest in more information about their use or in adapting them for other studies or purposes may contact Rosalie A. Kane, 612-624-5171 (email: kanex002@umn.edu). All forms and instruments are in the public domain.
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